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In the true spirit of Life Cycle Assessment while measuring one’s
personal success we must look up the supply chain to our parents and
grandparents, down the supply chain to the youth and our children
and take into consideration all external inputs like friends, employers
and our incredibly supportive and inspiring natural environment.

Thanks for your contribution in the life cycle of it all.
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Abstract
This research studied ways in which leaders leverage Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) data, specifically as it relates to the North American
residential window industry. Multiple segment groups ranging from
NGOs to manufacturers were interviewed to ensure thorough cross
sections of experts were polled. Such comprehensive sampling lends
credence to the final recommendations.

The results revealed reoccurring themes which identify the most
common uses of LCA data. Internal and external benefits range from
material selection, environmental benchmarking and communications
to global market access and policy development, all of which ultimately
improve transparency and profitability while reducing environmental
impacts.

Chapter 1: Introduction
5
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According to the Central European University (1999), climate change is
a problem related to changes in greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations
in our atmosphere. It is hard to discount the 97% of climate scientists
(Merchant, 2009) who agree climate change is real and fueled by
human actions. Greenhouse gases are water vapors that trap infrared
radiation from the Earth’s surface. This results in what is known as
the greenhouse effect. While this process is normal and helps
maintain stable temperatures on Earth, human activities such as
deforestation, the burning of fossil fuels and industrial processes are
increasing the concentration of GHG
(http://epa.gov/climatechange/emissions/index.html). Changes in air
temperature, sea level, precipitation and the melting of glaciers all
result with increased GHG levels
(http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/).
The Earth’s ecosystem is complex, fragile and dependent upon the
stability of its biosphere. Environmental aspects however, are not the
only effect of climate change; human health can suffer as well.
This perspective recognizes that the foundations of long term
good health in populations reside in the continued stability and
functioning of the biosphere’s life-supporting ecological and
physical systems. It also brings an appreciation of the
complexity of the systems upon which we depend and moves
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beyond a simplistic, mechanistic, model of environmental health
risks to human health. (Climate Change and Health, 2003. p. 3)
In other words, climate change is not just a problem for
environmentalists. “Many elements of human society and the
environment are sensitive to climate variability and change”
(http://www.epa.gov/gateway/learn/landcleanup.html).
Currently, the majority of U.S. energy is generated by the burning of
fossil fuels. The U.S. alone consumes 20 million barrels of oil a day
(National Resources Defense Council, 2004). Such an unsustainable
appetite must be radically reduced in order to decrease GHG emissions
and slow climate change. “Climate change is a problem that is
affecting people and the environment. Greater energy efficiency and
new technologies hold promise for reducing greenhouse gases and
solving this global challenge” (EPA, 2010). Developing alternative
energy sources, such as wind and solar, play a critical role in our longterm energy plan. However, while issues associated with alternative
energy continue to be ironed out, immediate action must be taken now
to substantially reduce consumption.
Heating and cooling demands of buildings rely largely on energy
derived from fossil fuels. Buildings in the U.S. alone are responsible
for almost half (48%) of all energy consumption and GHG emissions
each year (http://www.architecture2030.org/). Additionally, the
7
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operation of buildings uses 77% of all electricity produced in the U.S.
While buildings are the single largest contributor of GHG emissions,
they are also the single largest solution to reducing GHG emissions.
Currently, the window and door industry measures product
performance using single attributes only. Product performance and
energy efficiency is measured only while the window or door is
installed. Therefore, the entire energy required to make, use and
dispose of the product (embodied energy) is not taken into account.
For example, to look solely at the amount of gasoline saved when
using ethanol fails to consider the energy and water consumed during
the production of ethanol. Some argue the embodied energy to
produce ethanol exceeds savings realized at the pump. As multiple
factors come into play when measuring performance, single attributes
fail to tell the whole story.
We need tools that enable smart decisions, tell us the whole story and
identify which products substantially reduce our impact on the
environment. A Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) provides an allencompassing look at a product’s complete environmental impact;
from cradle-to-grave. The mining of raw materials is the cradle and
end of the product’s life the grave. After its useful life a product is
either recycled back into the manufacturing loop or housed in a
landfill. The term cradle-to-cradle, as dubbed by Walter Stahel
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(Hawken, P., Lovins, A., & Lovins, L. 1999), submits the elimination of
all waste as materials are recycled back into the supply chain once
their original use ends.
Full transparency from the mining of raw materials, through material
production, product manufacturing, transportation, use, end of life,
and including all inputs and outputs, waste streams etc., is needed to
enable the most environmentally sound and socially responsible
choices. Life Cycle Assessments track all transparent steps listed
above and provide data to the manufacturer enabling better choices.
These factors combined tell a more complete story and ultimately can
be used to help improve energy performance and sustainability goals.
Life Cycle Assessments of building materials identify which products
require the most energy to be manufactured, save the most energy
during their use, are most durable and have the best end-of-life
options.
Before the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) developed the green
building standard, Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) (USGBC, 2010), some residential construction, particularly
housing labeled “McMansions”, had been accused of “ostentatious
overconsumption to environmental indifference” (Sullivan, 2009).
Profitability was commonly attained without regard to material and
energy consumption and/or consequential environmental expense.
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Failure to consider long-term ramifications contributed to the current
critical state of our climate, now requiring monumental change in
behavior. The time has come to look beyond profit. That is not to say
profit is to be left behind, it simply cannot be the only goal in site. Life
Cycle Assessments tell the whole story in dollar, human and
environmental signs, more commonly referred to as the Triple Bottom
Line (Savitz, 2006). Currently, prosperity in the built environment
often conflicts with prosperity in the natural environment. Harmony
however can be achieved when all things are considered.

Purpose:
My Leadership Thesis studies ways in which LCA data can be leveraged
to address challenges we face today with climate issues, resource
depletion and profitability – specifically related to the residential
window industry in North America. While LCAs have been around for
many decades, they are still only emerging in many industries within
the United States. Guidelines and processes are currently being
drafted. Therefore, the purpose of this study set out to explore and
identify ways in which leaders can best leverage LCA data. Given the
increasing concerns around climate change and the seen and unseen
corresponding effects on people and the environment, the potential
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benefits LCAs offer warrant thorough, accurate and rapid
understanding, acceptance and implementation.
Ultimately the research sought to ethically define ways in which the
window industry can help reduce the overall impact the built
environment has on the natural environment. These findings support
the need for a paradigm shift in how product performance is measured
- moving away from single attributes toward a holistic, life cycle
approach.
Improved energy efficiency, reduced fossil fuel consumption, lower
GHG emissions, healthier environment and profit are drivers. Goals
such as Architecture 2030 (http://www.architecture2030.org/) and Net
Zero Energy 2025
(http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/alliances/cb
i_fs.pdf), aiming to offer marketable carbon neutral residential and
commercial buildings, by 2030 and 2025 respectively, are more
concrete drivers. Finally, increasing voluntary participation in the
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), “private” mandates via supply chains
from the likes of Walmart, emerging “Low Carbon Economy” (CDP
2011), and looming probable mandated GHG reporting of the future
(EPA, 2010) all suggest the sooner a company and its products reduce
their carbon footprint, the better protected they are from market risks.
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Chapter 2: Conceptual Context
Windows
A quick glance at a window may lead one to believe it is relatively
simple. On the contrary, windows vary greatly in materials, function,
performance, cost and availability. Adding to their complexity is the
fact that the best window in northern climates is not the best window
in the south. The main portions of a window include the frame, sash
and the insulated glass (IG). Common materials used to manufacture
windows are wood, aluminum, PVC, fiberglass and wood/polymer
composites. Many factors, outside of the window itself, such as
geographic climate zone, site selection, building design and other
building components contribute to the selection process. The best
window for one application is not necessarily the best for another.
As Salazar and Sowlati (2008, p. 91) remind us, windows perform
many different functions within a building envelope. While the main
purpose of a window is to see out of (M. Koenig, personal
communications, 2010) windows can provide ventilation, thermal
comfort and light transmittance as well. “They’re the only building
material that is both an external and internal component of the
building” (Koenig, personal communications, 2010) which sets them
apart from all others.
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The oil crises of the 70’s spurred the introduction of the invisible
metallic film called low-emissivity (low-e) coatings into window
technology. Low-e “simultaneously helps block the sun’s heat while
also maintaining ambient air-conditioned or heated air inside” (Smith,
para. 3). While this technology previously existed for the sole purpose
of airplane cockpit windows, physicist Steve Selkowitz and others at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) successfully brought it
to the window industry in the early 80’s. The use of low-e coatings in
windows saved consumers billions of dollars in energy costs according
to the National Academy of Sciences (Harris, 2008, para. 18). This
technology was applied to many windows both for new construction
and remodeling. However, much of the existing housing stock remains
without the low-e coated windows.
There are currently 1.4 billion installed windows in the U.S.
(Mikkelson, personal communications,
http://buildingsdatabook.eren.doe.gov 2010). Ninety-three percent
(93%) do not have low-e coating, and half of those are single pane.
Prior to the use of low-e, windows were either single or double pane.
Single pane windows are the least energy efficient. Dual pane (DP)
glass provides additional thermal insulation with an air space.
However, DP glass with low-e coatings and inert gas fill significantly
improves energy efficiency. Additionally, triple pane (dubbed by the
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Department of Energy as “R5”) windows offer even better energy
saving numbers. Worth noting however, is the diminishing rate of
return due to the added expense, materials and energy required to
make an R5 window (see reference to R-Value below). Furthermore,
the energy rating of all these windows is based on performance during
the “use phase” only and does not take into consideration the
embodied energy required to make the window, its durability or “end
of life” options. Current rating systems provide energy performance
data while the window is installed, but fail to tell the entire energy and
environmental story.

Rating Product Performance Based on Single Attributes
The National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC) is a non-profit, third
party administrator of window and door ratings. It provides specific
performance ratings only and does not rank quality. The NFRC label
can contain data on five performance tests, two of which strongly
relate to energy: U-Factor and Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC).
Other NFRC ratings pertain to visible light transmittance, air infiltration
and condensation resistance. Not included on the NFRC label but often
mentioned is the R- Value. The use of R-Value in measuring window
performance is complicated and controversial. The National
Fenestration Rating Council’s CEO, Jim Benney explains the differences
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between U-Factor and R-Value
(http://glassmagazine.blogspot.com/2010/05/why-nfrc-uses-ufactors-for-windows.html) and why NFRC is steadfast in its exclusive
use of U-Value.
Performance Ratings
The NFRC label, which can be found on all ENERGY STAR
qualified windows, provides performance ratings in various
categories:
U-Factor measures how well a product prevents heat from
escaping a home or building. U-Factor values generally range
from 0.25 to 1.25. The lower the U-Factor, the better a product
is at keeping heat in.
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) measures how well a
product blocks heat from the sun. The lower the SHGC, the
better a product is at blocking unwanted heat gain. SHGC is
measured on a scale of 0 to 1; values typically range from 0.25
to 0.80
Visible Transmittance (VT) measures how much light comes
through a product. The higher the VT, the higher the potential
for daylighting – to light an area with natural daylight. VT is
expressed as a number between 0 and 1.
Air Leakage (AL) measures how much outside air comes into a
15
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home or building through a product. AL rates typically fall in a
range between 0.1 and 0.3. The lower the AL, the better a
product is at keeping air out. AL is an optional rating, and
manufacturers can choose not to include it on their labels.
Condensation Resistance (CR) measures how well a product
resists the formation of condensation. CR is expressed as a
number between 1 and 100. The higher the number, the better a
product is able to resist condensation.
ENERGY STAR qualification is based on U-Factor and SHGC
ratings only. (http://www.nfrc.org/voluntarycodes.aspx)

Because NFRC rates the energy efficiency of windows during their
installed period (use phase) only, it does not recognize the embodied
energy consumed up the supply chain, during manufacturing, or at the
end of life. Additionally, it measures performance of windows and
doors as standalone units and does not measure performance as part
of an entire building system.
Complicating matters is the plethora of eco-friendly green certifications
offered by independent third party providers. Confusion to the
consumer and cost to the manufacturers of multiple individual green
labels, adds up quickly. Furthermore, touting exceptional performance
in one area does not assure complete product efficiency or
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environmental friendliness. Consider the scenario illustrated by
Bertram (2009) involving the search for high performance exterior
coating. One coating boasts durability and low maintenance, lasts 50
years but has a high Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) content. The
other coating earns Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) points due to its low VOC levels but only lasts three years. The
consumer is faced with a puzzling question as to which is the best
environmentally responsible choice to make.
Similarly the energy efficiency of building components needs to be
measured considering the product’s entire life cycle. Performance
during a window’s use phase, when installed, is not the only area on
which to focus. The energy required to make and distribute a product,
as well as its durability and performance during the use phase and end
of life options, encompasses the full life cycle, cradle to grave, of that
product. If a product boasts superb energy efficiency, but requires an
exorbitant amount of energy to manufacture and has a short life span,
it is not that efficient.
Single attributes quickly become confusing and lack totality. They fail
to look at the overall performance, environmental impact and
durability over time. No one single attribute should trump the entire
life performance and environmental impact of a product. A snapshot in
time ignores the full story. The above rating system provides an
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accurate analysis of window performance while installed only. It does
not however consider the total embodied energy – that which is
required to extract the materials and produce the window.

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
A Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a systematic approach at evaluating
a product’s environmental impact, from the mining of raw materials to
the end of its original use. An LCA is extremely detailed, taking into
consideration all materials and energy required to extract,
manufacture, distribute, operate, and dispose of the product (Appendix
A). All inputs, energy and materials used must equal all outputs,
emissions and wastes (Appendix B).
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is an analytical method used to
comprehensively quantify and interpret the environmental flows
to and from the environment (including emissions to air, land,
and water, as well as the consumption of energy and material
resources), over the entire life cycle of a product, process or
service. By including the impacts throughout the product life
cycle, LCA provides a comprehensive view of the environmental
aspects of the product and a more accurate picture of the true
environmental trade-offs in product selection (CSBR U of M and
ASMI, 2010, 1).
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Life Cycle Assessments were originally designed in the 1970’s to
improve manufacturing processes and better understand their
environmental impacts (Bertram 2009). The LCA process consists of
four components or stages: goal definition and scoping, inventory
analysis, impact assessment and interpretation. These four categories
allow for specific data reporting based on the scope, boundaries and
functional unit defined at the onset of the LCA. Data is reported as it
relates to different impact categories. Six of the most commonly
reviewed impact categories including their effects are as follows:
•

Primary Energy – “[MJ], renewable and fossil energy sources
(on the input side)” (PE-International).

•

Global Warming Potential (GWP) – “Increased warming of the
troposphere due to anthropogenic greenhouse gases (e.g. from
the burning of fossil fuels)” (PE Americas, 2010). (Appendix C)

•

Smog Creation Potential (POCP) – “Formation of low level
ozone by sunlight instigating the photochemical reaction of
nitrogen oxides with hydrocarbons and volatile organic
compounds (VOC)” (PE Americas, 2010). (Appendix D)

•

Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) – “A number that refers to
the amount of ozone depletion caused by a substance” (EPA,
2010).
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Eutrophication Potential (EP) – “Excessive nutrient input into
water and land from substances such as phosphorus and
nitrogen from agriculture, combustion processes and effluents”
(PE Americas, 2010). (Appendix E)

•

Acidification Potential (AP) – “Increase in the pH – value of
precipitation due to the wash-out of acidifying gases e.g. Sulphur
dioxide (SO2) and Nitrogen oxides (NOx)” (PE Americas, 2010).
(Appendix F)

The source of methodologies for the above impact categories are from
either one of the two following certifying bodies:
 TRACI – Tools for the Reduction and Assessment of Chemical
and other Environmental Impacts developed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
 IPCC – Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change “assesses
the scientific, technical and socio-economic information relevant
for the understanding of the risk of human-induced climate
change” (http://www.ipcc.ch/).

Like any scientific study, the results of an LCA are dependent upon the
accuracy of the data used, the human imputing the data and the
system boundaries. To help minimize variances, industry standards
must be set and transparency embraced. The University of Minnesota’s
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Center for Sustainable Building Research (CSBR) is “working to
transform the built environment in ways that provide for the
ecological, economic, and social needs of the present without
compromising those of the future” (CSBR 2011). The Athena
Sustainable Materials Institute (developed by Wayne Trusty) along
with CSBR have recently completed Life Cycle Assessment of North
American Residential and Commercial Windows: Life Cycle Goal &
Scope Specification. The document was commissioned by the
Department of Energy (DOE) and will serve as a roadmap for data
collection, compilation and interpretation involved in a cradle to gate
LCA.
Additionally, industry specific Product Category Rules (PCRs) must be
established to ensure an even playing ground (Appendix G). Product
Category Rules are not yet established here in the U.S. However,
window industry representatives are currently working to develop
them. While LCA based marketing claims can eventually be made (see
EPDs below), the ultimate goal - “do the right thing” - must not be
lost. The industry standards written by CSBR and the Athena Institute,
together with future PCRs, will help ensure the integrity of LCAs is
upheld.
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Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
The data resulting from a Life Cycle Assessment can be very long,
technical and difficult to decipher. An Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD) is a vehicle in which to share the LCA data. The
International Organization of Standardizations (ISO) has outlined three
different types of environmental claims for products (Appendix H). A
Type III EPD can look similar to a nutrition label found on a food
package (Appendix I). Environmental Product Declarations provide
factual data pertaining to a product’s environmental impacts and do
not make claims of “green superiority” over competitors.
As stated by the nonprofit research organization Dovetail Partners, “An
Environmental Product Declaration, or EPD, is a standardized report of
environmental impacts linked to a product or service” (2011).
According to the sustainable growth management firm MindClick, “…
an EPD offers a transparent, comprehensive report on the full life cycle
of a product – from raw material extraction to end-of-life disposal”
(MindClick EPD Fact Sheet).
Environmental Product Declarations allow consumers to examine many
different environmental impacts of a product and evaluate its overall
“greenness”. Current single attribute eco-labels may tout x% of
recycled content, but fail to disclose an environmental offense that
outweighs the beneficial gain from recycled content. An EPD breaks
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down individual components and examines the complete
environmental picture (Appendix J).
An EPD tells the entire environmental story of a product, not just one
aspect like single attribute certifications do. For instance, an EPD can
illustrate excellence in one area yet indicate weakness in another. This
allows consumers to make choices that best align with their values and
they are able to see potential trade-offs associated with particular
gains.
Environmental Product Declarations are more common in Germany,
Switzerland, France and Japan; they are only now emerging in the
United States. Product Category Rules are required to obtain an ISO
14025 compliant EPD. The lack of industry specific PCRS in the U.S.
presents a hurdle for the quick adoption of EPDs.

Inspire a Shared Vision and foster change through ethical
leadership.
Life Cycle Assessments lay the ground work for improving materials,
processes and environmental impacts of product manufacturing,
product use and its disposal. As a tool of ethical leadership, LCAs have
the potential to lead the monumental change required to repeal the
escalation of climate change. Manufacturing spurs prosperity. Cities
with bustling manufacturing plants provide wages for the people, inject
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money into the community, and provide security for the future; all of
which is good. Traditional product manufacturing and the mining of
raw materials however, does not work in harmony with the
environment. The burning of finite fossil fuels – producing GHG
emissions – the use of raw non-renewable natural resources and the
consumption of potable water, among other things, have left planet
Earth, its people and their profitability in an unsustainable, critical
predicament. Therefore, we must consider the entire process, from
start to finish and not just one part of the whole.
Visions illustrate through words and actions that which people believe.
They provide a glimpse of what is possible in the future, a goal
towards which to continually strive. Vision according to Collins and
Porras (1996), “defines what we stand for and why we exist. The
envisioned future is what we aspire to become” (p. 66). Vision
provides the path, but does not pave the road; it is critical to the
destination, but does not provide the vehicle. Conducting LCAs and
producing EPDs provide a vehicle in which companies can illustrate
their commitment to sustainability. The absence of such work leaves
green claims unsubstantiated. Values of leadership, innovation and
corporate social responsibility require leaders to explore the unknown,
challenge the process and strive for greatness. It is the duty of leaders
to do the right thing and to share the vision. Manufacturers who
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conduct LCAs and complete EPDs make their vision public and inspire
others. As former Secretary of State Colin Powell said, “Every human
endeavor has leaders and followers, and your job as a leader is to
inspire” (Greenbuild 2010).

The Triple Bottom Line
People protect planet. Planet fuels profit. Profit supports people.
The term Triple Bottom Line was originally coined by sustainability
guru John Elkington and “suggests that businesses need to measure
their success not only by the traditional bottom line of financial
performance…but also by their impact on the broader economy, the
environment, and on the society in which they operate” (Savitz,
2006). People have been trained to think compartmentally and search
for the single, ultimate bottom line, measured solely by monetary
profit or loss. Similarly we often find it easier to define work, politics
and love as black or white. We are either at home or at work. We are
either democratic or republican. We’re married or not. It’s us against
them. We’re for profit or for the planet. John Lennon challenged us to
imagine. “Imagine all the people sharing all the world” (Lennon,
1971). What if the divisions between the content of our lives and the
surroundings of our environment were not so rigid? What if we more
closely integrated product design, material selection and
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manufacturing processes with the environment? What if every
business decision was made according to its environmental impact?
Would profit and people benefit as well? What if environmental
savings had its own column on the Annual Profit and Loss Statement
and was measured in a currency comparable to dollars? Would every
company fold or might they prosper more than imagined?
The planet supports the people. Profitability and human prosperity
rely on the resources of our world. The future success of business and
people is contingent upon the care we give our environment. What if
profit, people and the planet lived in harmony? Could an
environmentally focused commerce nourish the environment and
enrich the people, while increasing profitability?

26
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Research Question
How can leaders leverage Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) data? What are
the tangible options for utilizing the technical data in attempts to
accurately report and improve products’ environmental impacts?

Methodology: In addition to ongoing literature review, my primary
methodology consisted of conducting thirteen interviews. My subjects
spanned two continents, three countries and approximately five
different segment groups, such as NGOs, consultants etc., within the
LCA arena. The data I obtained is predominately qualitative in nature.
I studied the different ways in which leaders leverage data resulting
from a Life Cycle Assessment. The following matrix illustrates who I
interviewed, what information they potentially had to offer and why it
was important and relevant to my research. See Appendix K for a
detailed outline of interviews.
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Table 1: Interviewees
LCA segment
group
Consultants

Interviewee expertise

•
•

Field experts
Experience in LCA
processes and data.

Providing what type of
data?
•
•
•
•
•

•

LCA work
EPD work
PCR knowledge
Process flow
Successful framework
(actual and/or
proposed)
Existing practices in
other countries

Serving what purpose for
research?
•
•

•
•
•
•

Governmental
Agencies

•

Multi-faceted broad
based knowledge

•
•

•
NGO’s

•
•

Field experts
Concerned & neutral

•
•

Current or potential
regulations
Current role of
government re: LCA,
EPD & PCRs
Existing data in other
countries
Independent research
Knowledge on LCA,
EPD & PCRs

•
•
•

•

Number of
Samples

Obtain expert
knowledge
Link processes and
connect related
outcomes (LCA, PCR,
EPD’s)
Understand hurdles
Identify and address
gaps
Avoid pitfalls
Implement already
proven processes
Identify current
mandates
Identify future
potential mandates
Identify and/or address
incentives

•

3

•

1

Cross check & verify
data and processes

•

2
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Interviewee expertise

•
•

Field experts
Experience in LCA
processes and data.

Providing what type of
data?
•
•
•
•
•

•

LCA work
EPD work
PCR knowledge
Process flow
Successful framework
(actual and/or
proposed)
Existing practices in
other countries

Serving what purpose for
research?
•
•

•
•
•
•

Manufacturers
and/or Design

•

•
•

Sustainability and/or
environmental
directors
Financial officers
LCA experience

•
•
•
•

Real time, on the
ground data
Best practices
Successful processes
Offer first-hand
experience

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scholarly
Institutes

•
•
•

PhDs
Field experts
Research

•
•

Most up-to-date
findings
Related research

•
•

Obtain expert
knowledge
Link processes and
connect related
outcomes (LCA, PCR,
EPD’s)
Understand hurdles
Identify and address
gaps
Avoid pitfalls
Implement already
proven processes
Avoid unsuccessful
processes
Avoid re-inventing the
wheel
Benchmarking
Appreciative Inquiry
Prove worthiness of
LCAs and EPDs
Establish ROI
Establish an industry
leader
Facilitate collaboration
Breadth, diversity &
validity

Number of
Samples
•

3

•

5

•

2
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Interviewee expertise

•
•

Field experts
Experience in LCA
processes and data.

Providing what type of
data?
•
•
•
•
•

•

LCA work
EPD work
PCR knowledge
Process flow
Successful framework
(actual and/or
proposed)
Existing practices in
other countries

Serving what purpose for
research?
•
•

•
•
•
•

Total Sample
Number

Obtain expert
knowledge
Link processes and
connect related
outcomes (LCA, PCR,
EPD’s)
Understand hurdles
Identify and address
gaps
Avoid pitfalls
Implement already
proven processes

Number of
Samples
•

3

•

13
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Specific subjects within each Sample Category were selected based
upon professional expertise. Many of my subjects I met previously
through professional interactions and others were recommended by
professional contacts.
The original intent in speaking with these people was to identify the
processes involved with translating LCA data into an Environmental
Product Declaration. However, based on the data collected, I quickly
realized my original focus was short-sighted and failed to encompass
all the benefits of an LCA. The data overwhelmingly supported usages
beyond those of EPDs. Speaking with differing experts in the field I
obtained a good sampling of data. Interestingly, while the cross
section of subjects varied, common themes still emerged.
Product Category Rules (PCRs) are new and rare in most industries
throughout the United States. Therefore, many of the subjects
interviewed did not have much experience in developing the
framework for such rules. I interviewed an expert from Germany
where PCRs are more common, to better understand their
development and the framework required. Additionally, as part of my
methodology, I include personal experience as I am currently
participating in the development of PCRs for a major U.S.
manufacturer within the window industry.
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I also interviewed individuals within the scholarly arena who research
LCAs, PCRs and EPDs to cross-reference findings. This offered another
source from which data was analyzed and validity tested. Non-profits
familiar with LCAs added another perspective, adding depth and
source dimension. I expected interviews with the private sector to
offer beneficial benchmarks of the “hows” and providing guidance for
the window industry. I expected interviews with non-profits, NGO’s
and academia to provide data supplementing the “whys”. I anticipated
consultants savvy in LCAs, PCRs, EPDs and energy would offer
additional perspective further strengthening data validity. Combined,
this is why I interviewed the cross section of LCA segment groups
outlined in the table above.
To better understand the fine art of interviews, properly forming
questions, securing neutrality and analyzing data, I used The SAGE
Handbook of Social Science Methodology, (Outhwaite and Turner,
2007). I also utilized theories of Appreciative Inquiry (Watkins and
Mohr, 2001) to analyze data, summarize findings and develop
recommendations.
Interviews were conducted in person when feasible and via the phone
or Skype as geographic location limited face-to-face interactions. Each
interview was limited to one hour. Confidentiality of subjects has been
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secured. Permission to participate and record interview (when
applicable) was obtained prior to the each interview.
With multiple sources and varying perspectives it was critical to
diligently record not only the data received but the connections
between the sources as well. Reviewing notes and filling in the gaps
immediately following interview sessions helped clarify the data. The
process of writing on paper triggers deeper analysis, opening creative
connections between data and sources, otherwise often left
undetected. Additionally, I recorded most of the interviews. This was
extremely beneficial as my notes failed to capture a large portion of
what was actually said. This interwoven data analysis begun prior to
my first interview and continued throughout my data collection and
writing.

Validity
Maxwell (2005, p. 108) points out there are two main concerns of
validity as it pertains to qualitative research. Researcher bias and
reactivity – the effect researcher has on those being interviewed - are
two common threats compromising the validity of qualitative research.
It is important I acknowledge and announce biases already engrained
in me. I chose my thesis topic because I feel strongly about its value
and importance. Also worth noting is the closeness of research to my
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professional work. Many of the subjects I interviewed derived from
interactions within my daily work. The two are interrelated. My work
and passion parallel each other and are connected, by design. It would
be foolish to claim advances in my research would not influence
advances in my work, or vice versa. Quite the opposite, I would be
disappointed and the work less meaningful if not for this correlation.

Therefore, to assure every effort is made to conduct and analyze data
with a neutral eye, I attempted to step outside myself, wear a different
hat and analyze from another view. While a noble idea, it is much
easier said than done. Therefore I purposefully interviewed people with
diverse backgrounds. The breadth, scope and cross-section ensure
many view points were represented.
Additionally, I continually referenced Maxwell’s validity checklist list
(2005). The three I relied most heavily on are as follows:

1. Intensive, Long–Term Involvement While my interviews
provide an abundance of data that help shape my conclusion,
the knowledge I continue to gain during my professional work
adds validity and substance. “...the sustained presence of the
researcher in the setting studied, can help to rule out spurious
associations and premature theories” (p. 110).
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2. “Rich” Data My continued personal involvement combined with
ongoing literature review and interviews produced strong, rich
data.
3. Triangulation The five different segment groups offer a diverse
source of data.
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Chapter 4: Findings
I studied ways in which leaders leverage the plethora of technical data
resulting from an LCA. Going into the research I expected my data to
identify the importance of and outline the framework required to
develop Product Category Rules (PCRs) so Environmental Product
Declarations (EPDs) could be made. What the data really showed is
that the ability to make an environmental claim is only one small piece
of what Life Cycle Assessments offer. Material selection,
communications between suppliers and carbon emissions
benchmarking all ranked higher in importance then EPDs, according to
the data.
The manufacture and disposal of every single product consumed in the
past, present and future has a direct impact to the planet and its
people. A 15 year German veteran of LCAs reminds us, “A product isn’t
just a product as a tangible thing but it has an environmental
backpack and it has consequences in terms of how to get rid of it
again” (personal communications). What the findings show is that by
identifying, understanding and improving a product’s environmental
backpack, the benefits reach well beyond the environment, improving
profitability and society as well. The findings identify the very real
connection between people and the way we make stuff. The findings
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support an organization’s Triple Bottom Line (TBL) to measuring
success.
Interestingly, while I targeted different segment groups within the LCA
arena, common themes arose. The data clearly supports the notion
that there are many ways in which leaders use LCA data. Perhaps not
coincidently the multiple uses of LCA data are as all-encompassing as
an LCA itself.
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Table 2: Data Matrix of Findings

Subject

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
Results/Tally

Competitive
Advantage

x
x
x
x

Policy,
Global
Trade and
Code and
Regulatory
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
10

x
x
x
x
x
10

Material
Selection,
Product
Performance
Durability,
R&D
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
12

Environmental
Footprint and
Carbon
Reporting,
obtain
baseline.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
13

Identify
Hotspots and
engage
communications
between
vendors.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Cost
Control/
Profitability

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
12

x
x
x
10

Supply
Chain/
Risk
Control

Marketing
and PR
and/or
consumer
engagement

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Just a
way of
thinking,
part of
doing
business

Provide 3rd
party
verification
of claims,
based of
facts

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
9

x
11

x

x
x
x
x

x

x
7

x
x
x
x
11

Social
factors
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It would be shortsighted to say the data fits nicely into one single
category listed below, as it most often crosses over and benefits
multiply functions. So while I have placed the data into groups that
identify their primary function, it is worth noting the lines defining
their role frequently merge and overlap.
According to my interviews and reinforced by documentation, the
common functions in which leaders leverage LCA data are listed below.
I ranked them beginning with the most tactical of applications
(tangible) and ending in the more social (global).
Table 3: Overarching functions of how leaders leverage LCA data

Tangible

R&D
and
Process
Improvements

Communications

Global

Supply Chain

Codes and
Regulations

Cost Control
and
Profitability

Customer Engagement
Marketing
Independent 3rd party
Verification

Benchmarking
Environmental
Impacts

Competitive
Advantage
and
Industry Leader

Policy and Trade

Social Impacts
and
Right Thing to Do
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Research and Development and Process Improvements
Life Cycle Assessments date back to the 1970’s where they were
introduced to improve manufacturing processes and to better
understand the environmental impacts of a product. Utilizing LCA
during the earliest stages of product development greatly improves
product efficiencies by reducing environmental impacts and energy
consumption.
Prior to manufacturing, multiple material options can be easily
compared via an LCA. Early and deliberate material scrutiny helps
accurately forecast product performance prior to committing the
resources. As stated in a Gartner RAS Core Research Note, “Embracing
LCA as a post-design after thought doesn’t leverage the significant
product and process opportunities afforded by converging LCA and
product life-cycle management at the design phase” (October 2010).
A lead LCA practitioner within a flooring company explained how LCAs
are a standard part of their product development. Every step within a
product’s design phase includes an LCA to determine the total
environmental impact of the end product. The Research and Design
(R&D) team use LCAs to compare overall environmental impacts of
each proposed material, before moving forward with development. The
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team reformulates products based on the raw material impacts, as
illustrated in the LCA.
Additionally, LCAs help achieve optimum use of research dollars. As
one veteran consultant interviewed put it, “If you have limited
investment dollars, which you always do, to improve environmental
performance, [LCA] shows you precisely where you ought to focus
those dollars to have the biggest impact” (personal communications).
More often than not companies are surprised at what the data shows.
Life cycle assessments identify the key drivers causing the biggest
impacts. Once measured, improvement efforts can be focused where
they matter most and done so in the most efficient manner.
The communication element of LCA data resonates throughout all the
research data. While having its own category within these findings, it
transcends most all other categories as well. All thirteen subjects
interviewed noted communications, in one way or another is a key use
of LCA data. Only one other common use, establishing environmental
impacts/identifying baselines, shares the unanimous score.
Raising fuel costs, environmental impacts of fossil derived fuels and
economic challenges, makes today’s market demand for energy
efficient products greater than ever. Research and Design departments
are charged with sorting different technologies to determine which
ones will most improve energy efficiency. Consumers have an
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expectation of what that means to them. The challenge becomes,
according to one R&D engineer interviewed, how to translate the R&D
matrix they use in a way that adds meaning and value to the
customer. She explained how current matrices used to compare
technologies are simply insufficient in providing the whole spectrum of
what the customer is getting. It is her professional opinion that LCAs
act as an extremely effective tool to help fill that gap.

Cost control and profitability
“We didn’t start out doing LCAs for profitability, but it turns out to be
profitable,” one LCA director of the most regarded LCA – centric
companies in the carpet industry told me.
Frequently a company’s biggest environmental impact is energy usage
and/or energy related. Energy has very real costs. Once energy
consumption is measured and the biggest energy drains identified,
companies can work to reduce demand and consumption and begin to
realize actual cost savings.
One academic expert I interviewed, a former research director who
also led a research team focused on global raw material consumption
and supply trends, explained to me how energy cost savings resulting
from LCA work can quickly change the view of skeptical executives.
“So [LCA] will change pretty quickly, the view of top
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management…when they find out that you can save hundreds of
thousands of dollars a year. How’s that for starters?” He continued, “If
you’re driving down impact (energy and material consumption) you
almost exclusively drive down cost, which equates to profitability.” Life
Cycle Assessments identify specific energy consumption and material
use. Once identified, precise efforts can be made to reduce those
impacts. When energy and material use is reduced, cost savings are
realized.
Some efforts within manufacturing, to improve efficiencies and
environmental impacts, while noble are made in vain. Without
accurately identifying the biggest impacts, time and money are often
spent in the wrong areas. An LCA director within a leading
manufacturing company explained how surprised they were to realize
the largest environmental impacts did not stem from transportation of
the product. After conducting an LCA they found out that the nylon
yarn used to make their product commanded 40% of the total
environmental impacts. She told me, “Life Cycle Assessments help you
figure out where your impacts lie so you can focus improvement
efforts where it matters.”
Ten out of the thirteen interviewed voluntarily expressed cost control
and profitability as a beneficial outcome of LCAs. Those not mentioning
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this use are not directly employed within a manufacturing organization
and therefore may not be considering the financial aspects LCAs offer.
Blind attempts at process or material improvements, that lack a clear
understanding where the biggest impacts lie, can result in wasted
time, energy and money as efforts target the wrong areas. Life Cycle
Assessments help control costs on the front end, with material
selection, as well as on the back end with process improvements.

Benchmarking Environmental Impacts
Companies wishing to reduce their environmental impacts and/or
participate in a voluntary carbon reporting program must first establish
a baseline of their current consumption and emissions. Benchmarks
must be established before improvements can be made. I have heard
the common adage more than once, “you can’t manage what you don’t
measure.” Therefore to figure out how to improve you must first need
to know where you are. Life cycle assessments measure all inputs and
outputs, providing a baseline from which to improve.
In determining energy efficiency, the window industry has traditionally
looked only at single attributes such as U-Factors and solar heat gain
coefficient (SHGC) to measure energy performance. However we are
learning there is more to the story. The R&D engineer talks of how
energy efficiency has generally been understood under a certain
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paradigm – usually the lower the U-factor and SHGC the better.
However, that paradigm is changing today. She says, “[LCA] helps us
frame up what that conversation really should be instead of what is
has been” (personal communications).
Much of the data from interviews as well as current literature identifies
energy consumption as “the big gorilla in the room”. According to the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), “Fossil fuels – coal, oil and natural
gas – provide more than 85% of all the energy used in the United
States.” Because our energy is predominantly fossil based, there is a
direct carbon implication to the energy we use. For that reason,
environmental product declarations (EPDs), starting with LCAs, offer a
means to establish benchmarks for companies. Countries wishing to
reduce their overall GHG emissions rely heavily on EPDs to achieve
their goals. France and Japan for example participate in the Kyoto
Protocol – an agreement to reduce GHG emissions. Life cycle
assessments and environmental product declarations offer a means in
which benchmarks are accurately set and improvements can be
measured.
Voluntary carbon reporting and reduction commitments, such as the
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) and Architecture 2030, are becoming
more prevalent and influential. Both programs require benchmarks to
be established from which improvements can be measured. Life Cycle
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Assessments provide an accurate and acceptable means to record and
measure these types of activities. As one expert told me, “Life Cycle
Assessments are an excellent tool used to identify environmental
burdens as they provide a blueprint of each product.”

Communications – Supply Chain
The communications aspect of an LCA is directly related to hotspots
and so they are grouped together in the data matrix (Table 2). The
engineer administering LCAs within a top international consulting firm
frequently referenced the correlation between hotspots and
communications. She stressed the importance of discussing LCA
results together with multiple stakeholders at the table. This allows for
a complete understanding of why things are done a certain way and
can they be done differently. “That’s one goal, help identify areas for
improvement. The other goal is how to communicate that,” she said.
This consultant has worked with name brand companies and the
message is the same - sometimes things just happen by brining
people together. Everybody has to look at the full system together.
She says it, “boils down to better communications between all parties
involved” (personal communications). She went on to say that while
the main goal may be to identify environmental components and map
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out their impacts, by involving so many interdisciplinary team
members, other little surprises often arise.
She described two separate situations where suppliers took an extra,
energy intensive step solely for the benefit of the next customer down
the supply chain. Once an LCA was conducted and hotspots identified,
the two companies engaged in communications. Only then was
discovered that the receiving company expended additional energy
simply to undo that particular step. Therefore unwarranted energy was
spent twice, once by the supplier, assuming non-verified needs of the
customer, and a second time by the customer who simply undid that
step. These situations were both within the food industry supply chain.
One exerted energy to change a product from a liquid to a solid, only
to find out the customer needed the product in the liquid form. So for
their processes they had to exert more energy to melt the product
back into a liquid.
Many times, as illustrated above, processes within one division or
supplier are not known to another division or supplier. Hotspots often
reveal unnecessary processes. With LCA data as the impetus, people
begin searching for the root cause of a hotspot. Communications
develop and information is exchanged. This leads to a better view of
the whole picture, by all parties involved. Resulting from better
communications and information exchange, unnecessary steps can be
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eliminated which inevitably lead to reduced energy and material use,
equating to cost savings. All subjects interviewed noted the
importance of identifying hotspots and/or improved communication as
a key element of LCAs and EPDs.
Often leaders have heard about LCAs but are not sure what they are
all about. There is not necessarily a clear goal at the onset of an LCA,
according to the same expert as above. She explained how engaging
in LCAs help develop a technical understanding of the process and
illustrate the benefits they offer. This experience in conjunction with
the actual data helps prepare leaders for discussions around their
company’s environmental footprint. Life cycle assessments help lay the
foundation for accurate answers. “Data helps develop the
understanding [for leaders] how best to communicate about their
product and processes. An understanding of the data allows them to
understand their impact so they can properly answer questions that
are asked of their operations and products” (personal
communications), says the same expert.
The data encourages strategic discussions that facilitate improvements
on many levels. It is an opportunity for leaders to wrap their heads
around what is going on within their facility. So if they decide to
answer publicly, they are comfortable doing so.
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In addition to better understanding the environmental impacts of an
organization, and learning ways in which to communicate them, LCA
data can be leveraged to strengthen relationships. InterfaceFLOR has
been committed to the use of LCAs since 2000. They learned the
majority of their environmental impacts occurred within their supply
chain. In their commitment to wean themselves off oil, they quickly
realized they cannot achieve their goal alone, nor would they want to.
They say, “Businesses from all industries need to step away from
transactional relationships with customers and suppliers and create
systems that in turn create partnerships and reinforce community
interests” (2010).
Nadine Gudz, Director, Sustainability Strategy InterfaceFLOR
elaborates:
If we’re a company that understands its relationship with the
planet, why not extend that idea to other partners, business and
people? We depend on our relationships to make our products
more sustainable and, in the long run, to create sustainable
systems.
Communications and transparency strengthen relationships and is
required for overall environmental improvement.
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Customer Engagement
There are many ways in which companies make environmental
statements about their products. Some are substantiated, others are
not. With hundreds of eco-labels and certifications on the market it is
extremely difficult for consumers to know which claims are valid and
which are merely greenwashing. When asked how to avoid
greenwashing Jacquelyn Ottman, a specialist in green marketing and
ecolabels, stated, “First of all, companies should create as close to a
genuinely green product as they can by following a thorough Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) approach” (Guth 2011).
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) provides
standards for businesses, governments and society whose guidelines
are accepted across the world. The ISO 14020 Series Standards –
Environmental Products Labels, Claims and Declarations (see Appendix
H), address the complex issue of products’ environmental claims.
Data resulting from a Life Cycle Assessment is very complex and can
be difficult to understand. Environmental Product Declarations help
consumers decipher that data by converting it into an easy to read
format. As described earlier, an Environmental Product Declaration is
similar to a nutrition label found on a food package. It does not rank
environmental superiority. It does make factual statements of a
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product’s environmental impact to things such as water and energy
consumption.
Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) are ISO 14025 compliant.
The information incorporated within an EPD is derived from LCA data.
Therefore, in order for a manufacturer to proclaim an Environmental
Product Declaration, they must first complete a Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA), as well as follow other rules and guidelines.
Environmental Product Declarations help communicate Life Cycle
Assessment data in an easy to understand manner. More than one LCA
expert I interviewed stated that EPDs are the vessel that holds all the
data. One said, “Customers think they want the LCA data but it’s too
much, they don’t know to ask for an EPD. An EPD is a vehicle to share
LCA data” (personal communications). According to O’Conner, “[EPD]
is an antidote to the current proliferation of proprietary and
judgmental ecolabels and to rampant ‘greenwashing’ in promotional
material, both of which lead to consumer confusion” (O’Connor).
One interior designer interviewed talked about her customers,
architects and homeowners, begging for EPDs to help facilitate
material choices. She said in comparison to individual, single attribute
certifications, such as recycled material, the LCA investment is a much
bigger bang for your buck. She continued, “It shows the whole picture
versus one or two single attributes. It covers the whole gamut”
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(personal communications). She explained how EPDs are an excellent
tool for clients to understand different values associated with different
products. “We can compare things like longevity and embodied
energy. All flooring may serve the same purpose but this way they can
see which ones have been sustainably harvested or reclaimed”
(personal communications). This illustrates how EPDS allow consumers
to make choices better aligned with their values.
Architecture 2030 is a non-profit organization whose goals are widely
accepted by the likes of US Conference of Mayors (USCM), U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC), American Institute of Architects (AIA), The
Energy Independence and Security Act and many other state
governments and associations. The goal is to reduce the building
sector’s major contribution to greenhouse gases (GHG) by changing
the way buildings and developments are planned, designed and
constructed (www.architecture2030.org). Their new 2030 Challenge
for Products charges the global architecture, design and building
community that products for new and remodeled buildings have a
carbon-equivalent footprint of 30% below product category average.
They recommend the use of LCAs and EPDs to set the benchmarks as
well as gage improvements.
“Using life cycle assessment…EPDs are a credible, verifiable,
transparent and standardized mechanism to accurately bring
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environmental data to the marketplace” (O’Connor). In this way they
are tools that can change people’s behaviors, ultimately reducing
humans’ impact on the environment.
Communications is the most frequently occurring theme throughout all
of the data collected during this research. Whether it is internal
communication between divisions, different companies within the
supply chain, organizational leaders, governmental agencies, policy
makers or consumers, the data unequivocally supports the value of
transparency.

Independent 3rd Party Verification
As a continuation of the above communications piece of Life Cycle
Assessments, the data provides an independent, third party
verification for the environmental claims being made about a given
product. As one expert I spoke with reminded me, “There are many,
many environmental claims being made by lots and lots of people and
they’re spurious claims. When you try to investigate the basis of their
claim it’s often very hard to substantiate.” He continued to say that
many times products’ environmental claims are made based on
emotion and misperception. The attraction of LCA, according to this
and many other experts interviewed, is that it provides factual
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evaluation based on scientific data rather than claims based on
emotion and bias.
Environmental Product Declarations compliant to ISO 14025 require
the comprehensive review and audit of the claim by an independent
third party. The EPD must then be submitted and registered through
an EPD Program Operator. Environmental Product Declarations must
follow protocol via these specified guidelines, which in turn ensure
validity of the claim.

Competitive Advantage / Industry Leader
Many experts I interviewed shared the opinion that LCAs will continue
to gain recognition. “I’m convinced [LCA] is going to become a way of
doing business and living your life for businesses from here on out, it’s
going to do nothing but grow in importance” (personal
communications). Another expressed, “…it’s going to become a more
common language, you might as well get on the forefront of it rather
than catching up on the back end” (personal communications). If in
fact LCAs become universally used and expected, companies
experienced in LCAs will be leading the pack.
In addition to a company’s individual competitive advantage, LCA work
allows leaders to change the course and guide overall industry
improvements. As LCAs incorporate supply chain and logistical
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evaluations, the LCA work conducted by one company quickly affects
those with which it is doing business. The ripple affect of LCAs leads
others to improve their operations as well. As one expert explains,
“The carpet industry is leaps and bounds ahead of other industries
because Interface has driven competitors along the LCA road as part
of its mission” (personal communications). The very nature of LCAs
transforms traditionally rigid, money-for-material transactions to
partner-based relationship sharing common goals for the betterment
of all.
Beyond supply chain, LCAs aid industry leaders in raising the bar for
product performance. One research and development engineer
interviewed explained how some new technologies utilize exotic gases
to drive top performance in the window industry. However, the
environmental implications of extracting those gases from the
atmosphere are so great that any energy savings gained from its use
is negated. She said, “You find yourself doing totally ridiculous things
to make a green product, but the way in which you get there is not
green any way in the least” (personal communications). There needs
to balance within the system used to measure energy performance, “it
seems that LCA is what allows us to have the most efficient and
effective tools to be able to look at the entire system” (personal
communications).
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Life Cycle Assessments can help governmental regulatory agencies
such as Energy Star advance from a one dimensional view of energy
efficiency to a more holistic view encompassing multiple impacts.
Initiating broader communications around the entire energy story
versus single attributes, results from LCA work. This effort requires
industry leading companies to blaze the trail and present LCA evidence
to support the cause and help shape new goals.
Global retail giant Walmart leads the way for many companies with
their Sustainability Product Index which was introduced in 2009. In
conjunction with the index, Walmart’s Sustainability Consortium aims
to improve products’ environmental impacts. Walmart’s President and
Chief Executive Officer Mike Duke states, “The index will bring about a
more transparent supply chain, drive product innovation and,
ultimately, provide consumers the information they need to assess the
sustainability of products. If we work together, we can create a new
retail standard for the 21st century” (2009).

Code and Regulations / Policy and Trade
Recent laws passed by the European Commission and Parliament rely
heavily on LCA derived data. The law dictates specific information a
product must disclose prior to placement on any retail shelf.
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Environmental impact areas such as climate change, i.e. carbon
footprint, resource and waste management and more generally termed
“environmental quality” must be reported. Life Cycle Assessments
offer a relatively easy, accurate and thorough way for manufacturers
to obtain this information. “This is just to show you that this basic idea
of considering the full life cycle on a political and policy level has now
really gone as far as being part of real legislation. That’s one of the
reasons we are still so much interested in [LCA]”, said the German LCA
expert I interviewed.
“Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) are beginning to be
required by governments as part of trade and purchasing program
requirements” (Dovetail 2011). Two and a half years ago France
announced that as of January 1, 2011 any imports to the country must
have an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD). They had to renege
as very few native companies, much less any foreign exports entering,
were able to comply. However LCAs and EPDs are far from dead. The
feeling in France is that this will rise again and when it does it will rise
quickly and other nations will likely follow suite. Many European
companies, across various industries, have been developing PCRs for
years. “So they’re getting their ducks lined up. They’re not just doing
it to try to get at global trade, although some people see it as a real
opportunity. But there’s much more of a sense to clean up their
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environmental act in Europe than there is here” (personal
communications).
The degree to which products’ environmental impact must be reported
is, not surprisingly, influenced by the country in which it is produced
and sold. Governmental involvement varies from country to country,
as do policies. Manufacturers need only comply with their own
country’s policies. However, products intended for export must comply
with policies of the country in which they are sold. One expert said
some feel, “EPDs will be a legal non-tariff barrier to trade” (personal
communications). Another research expert feels the U.S. is behind
such that the wood products industry in particular, which is already
economically stressed, could fall dangerously behind as the rest of the
world moves forward.
This is precisely why Canada has dedicated staff within their Industry
and Trade Division of Canadian Forest Service assigned to learning,
monitoring and engaging within the LCA and EPD arena. One Canadian
field expert learned quickly of international requirements for EPD
labeling. They realized that in order to gain market access globally
they must get up to speed and involved in LCAs. Developing regulatory
issues abroad, requiring LCA data, prompted them to fund EPD
research.
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For decades LCA has been at the heart of the ongoing debate around
biofuels, particularly corn ethanol, vs. petroleum fuels. “We knew
there would be effects in many different categories from the
production and use of biofuels in place of gasoline and oil. So we
turned to Life Cycle Assessment as a means of understanding the full
sweep of impacts associated with the decision to produce more
biofuels,” states one assistant professor I spoke with. As a biologist
teaching a course in LCA, he explained how his background in complex
systems and systems thinking translated very nicely to the LCA where,
“the complexity is to be reduced to some understandable form, all still
while maintaining the integrity of the results and the analysis”
(personal communications).
He described the difficulties in attempting to use LCA to mandate
change. Biofuels were the first product mandated to have lower GHG
emissions then petroleum fuels, as measured using LCA. The Energy
Independence and Security Act legislated a mandate that LCA results
be incorporated into a policy, “that led to all sorts of problems”
(personal communications). There are difficulties in the calculations
and assumptions that go into the boundaries set and methodologies
used. He continues, “The mandate to use LCA in essence tried to
control the world. That is the entire supply chain of biofuels and
conventional fuels tried to control the entire supply chain and the
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entire economy because the decisions to produce biofuels had world
economy wide impacts.” Congress mandated a 20% reduction of GHG
emissions of corn ethanol. The difficulty is the only way to achieve that
is to model the entire world, the world economy, the entire supply
chain leading to biofuel production, if you want to do it right. “To get
that reduction you have to control what happens in Brazil for land
clearing and that’s something that is outside the pail of what Congress
can really control, directly” (personal communications). He concluded,
“It’s really messy to legislate with LCA” (personal communications).
Although he continued to say it is very helpful to have an LCA
perspective. “It is a wonderful tool for understanding the
consequences of particular policies” (personal communications). When
mandates are placed to reach a particular target for a single product,
in essence the entire supply chain and whole related economy must be
controlled. “So it’s a useful tool, but it needs to be used with great
care for policy decisions” (personal communications).

Social Implications / The Right Thing to Do
Life Cycle Assessment is simply part of one successful flooring
company’s culture. As their director of LCA told me, “It’s just what we
do. It’s not a cost we try to justify; it’s just part of doing business.” No
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decision is made without first conducting an LCA to determine the best
option.
Consumers learn which companies are on the cutting edge of
technology and innovation and they place their trust with them.
Consumers’ time is limited and they cannot research everything that
should be considered when making a purchase. They trust that leading
companies are doing what they should to manufacture and operate
responsibly. “More and more we are being sought out by customers
with similar values, so our customers come to us and they expect that
we are doing our due diligence regarding certifications and LCAs,” said
one interior design consultant I interviewed. She continued to say that
consumers are getting smarter and they give their business to
companies that help them achieve their goals. Regardless of whether
or not customers are aware of LCAs or even asking for them,
responsible companies feel it is the right thing to do.
As an interior designer she works directly with consumers and
architects. She feels, “It’s one of those things that eventually people
will have do. So the sooner manufacturers start the process the better
off they’ll be in the long run” (personal communications). That
sentiment was shared by many people I interviewed. Most agreed LCA
will simply become a cost of doing business. One likened it to the
same way companies have to pay their internet bill today.
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Interface FLOR, an international carpet company, truly understands
the full spectrum of benefits gained when incorporating LCAs into the
fabric of their culture. While LCAs are at the core of all they do, they
realize the work must penetrate throughout all interactions, beyond
their corporate walls. Nadine Gudz, Director, Sustainability Strategy
explains,
Our work isn’t just about the product we sell. It’s also about
redesigning commerce….If we’re a company that understands its
relationship with the planet, why not extend that idea to other
partners, businesses and people? We depend on our
relationships to make our products more sustainable and, in the
long run, to create sustainable systems.
Life Cycle Assessments, for Interface, are used to achieve their overall
mission: “Interface will lead by example and validate by results,
including profits, leaving the world a better place than when we began,
and we will be restorative through the power of our influence in the
world” (http://www.interfaceglobal.com/Sustainability/OurJourney/Vision.aspx).
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Limitations
Ironically, parallel limitations exist within LCAs as in the research
itself. An LCA encompasses the full life cycle of a product, including all
inputs and outputs. However, system boundaries do need to be drawn.
Similarly, it is the intent of this study to be as thorough and accurate
as possible. Just as in an LCA, I had to painfully set boundaries for this
research as well. While very methodical steps were taken in effort to
include varying perspectives and obtain the most accurate and
inclusive data, research is not conducted in a bubble, life does not
stop, and deadlines must be met. There are many more rocks to
uncover and data to be collected. These findings are but the tip of the
iceberg, a glimpse at a much larger story.

The degree to which Product Category Rules (PCRs) eliminate
variances in product comparisons is debated. Some feel that PCRs
allow for equal comparison between similar products. Some feel
however that rules can always be tweaked for individual use. One
expert feels that even if PCRs are set and followed, they do not
necessarily capture the complexity of the decisions at hand. “When
you forecast using LCA you have to look at what you expect the
marginal changes to be as a result of a decision and that’s data you
don’t have, that’s data you have to project out and you have to make
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decisions like with co-products, how you allocate pollutants to different
product streams” (personal communications). He explains that those
decisions are often made based on what is most convenient, to show a
certain outcome. The decisions are not always made consistently and
there is not necessarily reason to make them consistent.

He reminds us that ultimately there can only be one set of outcomes
for a decision, dependent upon how boundaries are set and how
allocations are made based on individual conveniences. “But as such,
LCA is a very powerful tool for understanding consequences of
decisions, efficiency in product streams, but I continue to remain
skeptical of its use in marketing for comparisons among products”
(personal communications).

However, it is worth noting that the 200-300 eco-labels currently
available on the market are selected for individual benefits as well.
Some are chosen to represent a product’s strong points while others
are purposely omitted so to ignore a particular weakness. It is
important to get verification, but beyond uncertainty there is judgment
and methodology that comes into play.
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The research suggests that LCAs can be extremely informative and can
be used for process efficiency and even the idea of policy change.
However, policy makers, as do most of us, want things distilled down
to simplest terms; one definite answer. Life Cycle Assessments are
excellent at providing data based on the boundaries, scope and the
data inputted. They do not however, provide one absolute answer.
There are trade offs associated with every action; improvements in
one area affect another. Again, the research emphasizes the
importance of communication throughout the entire LCA process.

The data supports conflicting views on the ability of LCAs to
communicate truth. Some express the need to proceed cautiously
when using results for product comparison and policies, stating LCA is
driven mostly by emotions in the room. Others state just the opposite,
indicating LCA removes the emotions and biases and “gets to
systematic research and truth.” I suspect the reality lies someplace in
the middle.
Beyond the limitations of the LCA process, the results themselves pose
another issue. When LCA data indicates a global warming potential
(GWP) or eutrophication potential (EP) of a particular number, the
question then becomes is that a large or small number. The results
must be normalized against something. As the associate professor I
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spoke with explained, that too tends to be somewhat subjective. Then,
additionally one must rank importance of impacts. For example, is the
Dead Zone in the Gulf more important than climate change or is
toxicity more important than smog potential, (personal
communications). The weighting of importance to individual impacts is
inherently social processes.

The development of Product Category Rules is not much different than
the development of other standards. Important product values are
identified, terms of measurement outlined and inclusion of particular
data spelled out. The scope is identified and rules are set; similar to
the development of safety rules within Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
or American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). As explained by
one scholarly expert, “It’s a socially driven exercise. The problem is
that most consensus based systems need to get materially impacted
parties all in the room” (personal communications). That is, who really
matters to this set of rules? The problem with sustainability is that
everybody is impacted and we can not get all the people in the room.
This particular professor poses the question whether LCA is
environmental or social.
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Chapter 5
Recommendations and Conclusions
At the onset of this research Environmental Product Declarations
represented the initial focus of the study. While the findings quickly
expanded that focus, specific ways in which leaders actually market
their product based on LCA data was not addressed. The transparency
involved in reporting LCA data presents completely new challenges for
marketing departments. Environmental Product Declarations are
factual and should be inclusive. That is, certain data should not be
excluded simply because it may not look good. This paper did not
specifically address marketing tactics relating to LCAs and therefore
presents an opportunity for continued research.
Life Cycle Assessments offer multi-facetted benefits. The research
indicates that while efforts are focused toward doing the right thing,
profitability follows. Traditionally, sole focus on profitability got
profitability, often at the expense of social and/or environmental
interests. Companies willing to rethink the way they earn profits, may
in fact realize greater gains. Focus on the Triple Bottom Line sustains
long-term profitability by preserving the human and natural resources
needed for continued and future success. Early and thorough
consideration invested on the front end of product manufacturing
benefits the environment as well as the people borrowing it.
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Life Cycle Assessments are tools that facilitate smarter decisions. They
foster transparent communications based on factual data, build
stronger partnerships and improve consumer awareness. “We need to
approach things in a whole new way: the materials from which they
are made, the methods of their fabrication, the manner in which they
are used, and their destinies once their usefulness has been
exhausted” (DWELL, 2008). Not only do we need to approach things in
a whole new way, we need to approach things in a whole way. Life
Cycle Assessment does just that – looks at the whole. This allows us to
precisely direct our improvement efforts to areas that need them the
most.
National Geographic reports projections that by the year 2045 the
global population could reach nine billion people. That is two billion
more people than today with whom to share resources and the
environment. They pose the question, “Can the planet take the strain”
(p. 40)? They continue, “Earth’s finite resources will be stressed both
by rising prosperity and sheer numbers of people…The consumption of
resources now enjoyed in the wealthiest nations will be difficult to
sustain worldwide” (p. 52).
While population growth poses major concerns regarding the planet’s
ability to provide food, shelter and flat-screen televisions, population
biologist and author of How Many People Can the Earth Support? Joel
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Cohen was quoted in National Geographic (2011) as saying, “It’s not
even the dominant factor” (p. 61). While the number of people on the
planet certainly plays a part, “how people consume resources matters
a lot more. Some of us leave much bigger footprints than others”
(p.63).
The Earth’s 4.5 billion year existence
(http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/faq-age-of-earth.html) bodes well for
continued adaptation to looming climate change. It is human’s short
20,000 year existence (http://www.universetoday.com/38125/howlong-have-humans-been-on-earth/) combined with our small range of
variability that puts us at risk facing even the slightest of
environmental change. So while traditionally dubbed as an
environmental issue, rather it is human survival that is endangered.

Solutions to large, complex issues such as limited natural resources
and climate change are not simple nor occur overnight. Life Cycle
Assessments lead behavioral change; the global state of the economy,
environment and society desperately yearn for change. Research
shows that Life Cycle Assessments offer many benefits that help
sustain and improve an organization’s profitability while
simultaneously reducing its environmental impacts – yielding near
immediate profits for long term organizational and social stability.
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Appendix A

Definition of Life Cycle Assessment from DIN ISO 14040:
Life Cycle Assessment is the compiling and evaluation of the input and
outputs and the potential environmental impacts of a product system
during its lifetime.
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Appendix B
System boundary of an investigated product life cycle (Source:
EPA 1993)

http://www.monroecounty.gov/Image/LESSON11.pdf
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Appendix C

Source: PE Americas
Life Cycle Impact Assessment
Global Warming Potential (GWP)

Effect:

Increased warming of the troposphere due to anthropogenic greenhouse
gases e.g. from the burning of fossil fuels.

Reference Substance:

Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

Reference Unit:

kg CO2-Equivalent

Source:

IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climatic Change)
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Appendix D
Source: PE Americas
Life Cycle Impact Assessment
Smog Potential

Effect:

Formation of low level ozone by sunlight instigating the photochemical reaction
of nitrogen oxides with hyrocarbons and volatile organic compounds (VOC)

Reference Substance:

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)

Reference Unit:

kg NOx -Equivalent

Source:

US EPA TRACI Methodology
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Appendix E
Source: PE Americas
Life Cycle Impact Assessment
Eutrophication Potential (EP)

Effect:

Excessive nutrient input into water and land from substances such as
phosphorus and nitrogen from agriculture, combustion processes and effluents.

Reference Substance:

Nitrogen (N)

Reference Unit:

kg N Equivalent

Source:

US EPA TRACI Methodology
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Appendix F
Source: PE Americas
Life Cycle Impact Assessment
Acidification Potential (AP)

Effect:

Increase in the pH-value of precipitation due to the wash-out of acidifying gases
e.g. Sulphur dioxide (SO2) and Nitrogen oxides (NOx).

Reference Substance:

Hydrogen Ions (H+)

Reference Unit:

kg H+ -Equivalent

Source:

US EPA TRACI Methodology
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Appendix G
What are Product Category Rules (PCRs)?

Source: Environmental Product Declarations and Product Category
Rules. Amy A. Costello, LEED-AP, LCACP and Rita Schenck, PhD,
LCACP. October 26, 2009
(slide deck)
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Appendix H
Environmental Products Labels, Claims and Declarations
Source: PE Americas
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Appendix I
EPD
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Appendix J
Source: Environmental Product Declarations and Product Category
Rules. Amy A. Costello, LEED-AP, LCACP and Rita Schenck, PhD,
LCACP. October 26, 2009
(slide deck)
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Appendix K
Research Instrument
Interviewees and Questions

Consultants
Purpose:
Learn “next-step” options available once LCA has been completed
and data obtained. From expert knowledge, learn, link and connect
processes and relate outcomes between LCAs, PCRs and EPDs.
Understand the hurdles, avoid the pitfalls and identify and address
the gaps that exist between LCA data and EPDs (specifically within
the North American residential window industry.)

Objectives:
•

Learn what to do with LCA data, next-steps
o Material selection
o Environmental Product Declarations
o Other

•

Learn the processes involved with developing an Environmental
Product Declaration (EPD).

•

Learn the role of Product Category Rules (PCRs) – when and how
they come into play.

•

Learn how other countries utilize LCA data.
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Questions:
•

How long has Five Winds and PE Americas been conducting LCA
work and in how many countries do they work?

•

What services, if any, do you offer after LCA data is completed?
o Do you help advise and/or consult regarding material
selection? If so how?
o Do you help advise and/or consult regarding EPDs?
o Are there other options available to leverage LCA data?

•

Are LCAs and EPDs more prevalent in other countries and if so
how?
o How is LCA data used in those countries?
o Are LCAs and/or EPDs mandated? If so, to what extent? Do
you think either will be mandated in the US in the future?
o Does the U.S. need an infrastructure to support EPDs?


If so what needs to take place and who needs to be
involved?

o How and when do Product Category Rules come into play?


Are PCRs industry specific?



Do any exist within the US at this time?



What does it take to establish industry specific PCRs?



Must PCRs exist prior to developing EPDs?
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Is there a governing body that oversees and/or
certifies EPDs? If so who and how do they operate?

•

What do you know about Program Administers currently
available to the LCA market in the U.S.?
o Is Green Standard the only one?
o Can one Program Administer oversee EPDs within differing
industries?

•

What else would do you think I should know that I did not ask?

Consultants II
Purpose:
Learn to what extent, if any, does LCA work contribute to energy
modeling? Discuss the work of building performance, energy
modeling and consulting. Explore ways in which LCAs and/or EPDs
aid their work.

Objectives:
•

Learn what, if any, role LCAs and EPDs play within whole
systems building performance and energy modeling.

•

Learn and discuss ways in which LCA data can contribute to an
overall reduction of buildings’ GHG emissions.
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Questions:
•

With their well established and respected history of energy
modeling and consulting, in what way, if any, does your firm
utilize LCA data?

•

Based on your experience, how can LCA data be leveraged to
help improve buildings’ energy efficiency?

•

Are you familiar with EPDs? If so, what role do you see they
have?

•

What, if any, current or future mandates exist regarding GHG
emission reporting?
o How, if any, can LCA and/or EPDs aid in the reporting
and/or reduction of GHG emissions?

•

What do you know about Program Administers currently
available to the LCA market in the U.S.?
o Is Green Standard the only one?
o Can one Program Administer oversee EPDs within differing
industries?

•

What else can you tell me about how best to utilize LCA data?

Governmental Agencies
Purpose:
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Discuss the connection between GHG emissions reporting
(voluntary and/or mandated) and LCA data. Discuss Energy Star
rating of “Use Phase” only.

Objectives:
•

Learn to what extent the EPA and DOE are familiar with PCRs
and EPDs and to what extent, if any, they utilize or plan to utilize
LCAs and/or EPDs in the future.

•

Learn what to expect in the near future regarding GHG reporting
within the U.S. and how, if at all, LCAs and EPDs can offer
assistance.

Questions:
•

What experience does the [DOE or EPA] have with PCRs and
EPDs?
o What role do the DOE and/or EPA play within each?

•

Do PCRs exist for the window industry?
o If not, what is required for their implementation?
o Who, if anyone, oversees and ensures compliance of PCRs.

•

What are the requirements, if any, to developing EPDs?

•

Identify current (if any) or potential future mandates and/or
incentives regarding GHG emissions and reporting.
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o In your opinion do LCAs play a role in reducing GHG
emissions and reporting? If so, how?
•

Does the Energy Star program measure energy efficiency during
the “Use Phase” only?
o If yes, are there plans to included embodied energy
required to make product as well as including its “end-oflife” phase?
o If no, please explain how entire life cycle of product is
measured.

•

How can manufacturers’ adoption of LCA work assist DOE [EPA]?
o If LCA work is valued, are there currently any incentives
offered to manufacturers to conduct them?

•



If yes, please explain.



If no, are there any plans to incentivize this work?

What do you know about Program Administers currently
available to the LCA market in the U.S.?
o Is Green Standard the only one? Are they backed by the
EPA?
o Can one Program Administer oversee EPDs within differing
industries?
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NGOs
Purpose: Discuss how, if any, LCA data can help achieve their
mission. Discuss their experience and knowledge with LCAs and EPDs
and uncover any connections they have with reducing GHG emissions.

Objectives:
•

Investigate ways they use LCA data

•

Learn their expert opinions about LCA data and how best to
apply it.

•

Learn the process in which they utilize PCRs, LCAs, and EPDs, if
at all.

Questions:
•

What role, if any, do LCAs play within your organization?

•

How do PCRs come into play, if at all?

•

Are you familiar with EPDs? If so what is your experience and
opinion about them?

•

What role do you think LCAs and EPDs will have in the future?
Do you think they have the ability to help building material
manufacturers and consumers reduce their GHG emissions? If
so, how?
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Are you familiar with the process of converting LCA data into an
EPD? If so could you please explain?

•

Can you give me an example of how an LCA and/or an EPD
helped illustrate differences in energy impacts of a material
and/or product?

•

What do you know about Program Administers?

•

What else can you tell me about how best to use LCA data?

Scholarly Institutions
Purpose: To learn the most recent research regarding LCAs, PCRs and
EPDs. Learn from their knowledge the processes, benefits and risks of
involved with LCAs. Learn the infrastructure required to develop and
support PCRs within a given industry and the processes of making
EPDs.

Objectives:
•

Learn framework needed to implement and certify EPDs.

•

To find out where the window industry is in regards to
developing PCRs.

•

Discover the best way to utilize LCA data.

Questions:
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•

What background do you have in LCAs?

•

Are you familiar with PCRs and how they work? If so, please
explain.
o Must PCRs exist before EPDs can be made?
o Are you familiar with where the window industry is in
regards to developing PCRs? Please explain.

•

Can you tell me the process of converting LCA data into EPDs?
(if not already answered from above)

•

What do you know about Program Administers and the role they
play in the certification of EPDs?

•

Is it true that the U.S. currently only has one Program
Administer, Green Standard – backed by the EPA?
o Do they have the breadth and reach needed to “house” the
umbrella of EPD framework? Please explain.
o Can one Program Administer oversee EPDs within different
industries?

•

What else can you tell me about how best to utilize LCA data?

•

Is there anything else you think I should know that I did not
ask?

Manufacturers and Industry
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Purpose: To obtain first-hand knowledge and experience regarding
the use, and need, of LCAs and EPDs.

Objectives:
•

To identify successful steps taken within a manufacturing
company to best leverage LCA data.

•

To understand the need (pull) from the consumer side (Design
Firm) and learn how LCAs and EPDs can aid customer decisions.

Questions (Manufacturer):
•

How long have you and your company been involved with LCA
work?

•

Can you describe how this work has impacted your company
from:
o Material choices
o Manufacturing processes
o Marketing / customer relations
o Profitability

•

What steps are taken after an LCA has been completed on any
given product?

•

What can you tell me about PCRs and EPDs?
o What is the process of making an EPD?
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o Do PCRs exist within your industry? If not, is that why your
current U.S. EPD is compliant to European standards? If
so, what role do they play?
•

Are EPDs required in any of the other countries in which you
operate? If so, which ones and how does that affect your
business. If not, do you feel they will be mandated soon?
o I understand EPDs are now required in France and Japan,
do you know if that is correct and does that affect your
business? How?

•

What else can you tell me about LCAs, PCRs and/or EPDs?

•

Is there anything I should have asked that I did not?

Questions (Design Industry):
•

Can you please explain the experience and/or knowledge you
have of LCAs and EPDs?

•

While working with consumers, how can LCA data, and/or EPDs,
help you and your customers make decisions?

•

Is there a need or desire for LCAs? Why or why not?

•

Do you think LCA data can help improve the building industries
environmental impact? If so how?

•

Are there any other questions I should have asked and/or any
other information you think I should know?
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Appendix L
Sample Consent Form

You are invited to participate in a research studying How Leaders
Leverage Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) Data. This study is being
conducted by Annie Perkins, a graduate student at St. Catherine
University. The research is being conducted under the supervision of
Martha E. Hardesty PhD, Associate Professor within the Organizational
Leadership program at St. Catherine University.

You’ve been chosen to participate in the study due to your expertise in
the field. Should you agree to participate, you are asked to participate
in an interview that will last no more than an hour. You may end the
interview at any time prior to that if you wish.

Subjects will be selected from one of five categories from which I will
interview 2-3 people each. This study has minimal risk of invasion of
privacy. I will not use your name unless you give written consent.
There is no compensation for participation. The only benefit to
participant is a possible guide outlining the process of translating LCA
data into an EPD.
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Any information obtained in connection with this research study that
can be identified with you will be disclosed only with your permission;
your results will be kept confidential. In any written reports or
publications, no one will be identified or identifiable and only group
data will be presented.

Participation in this research study is voluntary. Your decision whether
or not to participate will not affect your future relations with St.
Catherine University in any way. If you decide to participate, you are
free to stop at any time without affecting these relationships.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me, Annie
Perkins, at aeperkins@stkate.edu. Or you may contact my faculty
advisor, Martha Hardesty at 651-690-6189.

You may keep a copy of this form for your records.

Statement of Consent:
You are making a decision whether or not to participate. Your
signature indicates that you have read this information and your
questions have been answered. Even after signing this form, please
know that you may withdraw from the study at any time.
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I consent to participate in the study.

________________________________________________________
Signature of Participant

Date

I give permission to tape record the conversation.

________________________________________________________
Signature of Participant

Date
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Appendix M
Findings:
Data Matrix

Subject

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
Results/Tal
ly

Competiti
ve
Advantag
e

x
x
x
x

Policy,
Global
Trade
and Code
and
Regulato
ry

Material
Selection,
Product
Performan
ce
Durability,
R&D

Environment
al Footprint
and Carbon
Reporting,
obtain
baseline

Identify
Hotspots and
engage
communicatio
ns between
vendors.

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
13

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
12

x
x
x
10

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
10

x
x
x
x
x
10

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
12

Cost
Control/
Profitabili
ty

Suppl
y
Chain/
Risk
Contr
ol

Marketin
g and PR
and/or
consumer
engageme
nt

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Just a
way of
thinkin
g, part
of
doing
busines
s

Provide
3rd party
verificati
on of
claims,
based of
facts

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
9

x
11

x

x
x
x
x

x

x
7

x
x
x
x
11

Social
factor
s

x

x
x
x
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Glossary: Organizations and Terms

•

Alliance to Save Energy

•

American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA)

•

American Center for Life Cycle Assessment (ACLCA)
originated in 2001 under the guidance of the IERE. ACLCA’s
mission is to promote and increase awareness of Environmental
LCA among government, NGO’s and industry. IERE partners with
the EPA, ASTM and others to develop an infrastructure for
Product Category Rules (PCR), beginning with the building
industry.

•

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E60
International
o

One of the largest voluntary standards developing
organization in the world - not for profit.

•

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and AirConditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) “Advancing HVAC&R to
serve humanity and promote a sustainable world”

•

Architecture 2030 Non-profit to address climate change crises.
“2030‘s mission is to rapidly transform the U.S. and global
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Building Sector from the major contributor of green house gas
emissions…”
•

Athena Institute

•

Center for Sustainable Building Research (CSBR) University
of Minnesota

•

Commercial Building Initiative (CBI) (within the DOE) A
collaborative of national laboratories working to achieve
marketable net-zero energy buildings by 2025.

•

Greenwashing – false claims of a product’s green qualities
and/or environmental friendliness.

•

Institute for the Built Environment (IBE) Colorado State
University

•

Institute on the Environment (IOE) University of Minnesota

•

Institute for Environmental Research and Education
(IERE).

•

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) A
scientific body.
o

Leading international body for the assessment of climate change.
Established by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) to provide the world
with a clear scientific view on the current state of knowledge in climate
change and its potential environmental and socio-economic impacts.

•

International Code Council (ICC)
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o International Green Construction Code (IGCC)
•

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
o Standards for business, government and society
o ISO 14020 Series – Environmental labels and declarations

•

Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory (LBNL)
o

RESFEN – Computer based tool to assist consumers and
builders to find the most energy-efficient and cost-effective
window for a given application.

•

National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC)
o

Non-profit that administers uniform, independent rating
and labeling system for the energy efficiency of windows
and doors.

•

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) - The DOE’s
primary laboratory for renewable energy and energy efficiency
R&D

•

National Association of Home Builders (NAHB)

•

Net-Zero Energy Commercial Buildings (NZEBs)

•

Net-Zero Energy Emissions - “A building that produces and
exports at least as much emissions-free renewable energy as it
imports and uses from emission-producing energy sources
annually. Carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and sulfur oxides are
common emissions that NZEBs offset.”
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•

Scientific Certification Systems (SCS)

•

U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC)
o

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED)

•

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)

•

U.S. Department of Energy - Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy (EERE)

•

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

•

University of Minnesota Department of Sustainable
Buildings

•

Underwriters Laboratories (UL)

•

Underwriters Laboratories Environmental (ULE)

•

Window and Door Manufacturers Association (WDMA)
Sets standards of excellence for residential and commercial
window, door and skylight industry.
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